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TENDERS/BIDS

A Tender/Bid is an invitation process that occurs
when a company seeks cost quotes from suppliers

for specific products.
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Tenders/Bids Flow
Tender is created with

specific vendors and
products by purchasing

agent

Tender is
electronically sent to
prospective vendors

Or posted for
publicly available bids

User updates bids from
vendors either

electronically via
spreadsheet or
keyboard input

Purchasing analyzes
bid information,

and allows for low
and high cost

and selects primary
vendor.  Then

creates contracts

Purchasing reviews
usage and

purchasing history of
products and creates

tender offer
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Tenders/Bid - Main Menu

 Bid Entry

 Recording
Received Bids

 Reporting
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Tender/Bid Entry

 Bid Entry

 Defining the Bid

 Maximum
number of
awarded
suppliers
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Tender Product Entry

 Product
Association

 Bid
Requirements

 Tender
Product List
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Tender Document

 Vendors Record:

cost, unit of
measures,
vendor item#,
tax and/or
shipping and
handling
percent.
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Record Received Bids

 Import
Spreadsheet or
Manually Key

 Tender/Vendor
Association

 Vendor/Product
Association
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Tender Summary Spreadsheet
 Tender Summary

- determines low
& 2nd lowest cost
products
- identifies bids
with incorrect
products or unit
of measure
- identifies
products with too
high or low cost

 Tender
Spreadsheet
- displays
compared results
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Tenders/Bid Summary- Benefits

 More efficient
management of
all vendor bids

 Instant access to
all relevant
information


